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Investing in durable growth themes
Seeking durable growth stocks
that can outperform in a variety of
economic environments

Blending investment themes
with deep fundamental research
A thematic approach is a distinctive feature of
the fund. The team analyzes global trends, as well
as problems and potential solutions, to identify
which themes could drive sustained growth for
businesses over a multiyear time horizon.

Putnam Growth Opportunities Fund invests in
companies with durable long-term growth prospects,
high and/or improving capital returns, and a strong
ownership culture. The managers seek businesses
with the ability to grow at above-market rates
and to sustain that growth.
A healthier
tomorrow

The experience
economy

Viral effects

Digital marketing

Autonomous
and electric
vehicles

5G connectivity
and the Internet
of things

E-commerce and
payment processing

Putnam Growth
Opportunities Fund

Personalized
medicine

Controlled
distribution

Increased
screen time
Cloud
infrastructure
and software

Humanization of pets

These are a few examples of current themes. Themes will change over time.

“

We seek businesses that

could become disruptors
in their industries with
innovative products and
services, and significant
growth potential.
Richard Bodzy
Portfolio Manager

”
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Growth themes and companies that benefit from them
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5G connectivity and the Internet of things

Cloud infrastructure and software

5G stands for fifth-generation wireless technology, which
will increase speed and responsiveness and will allow
users to connect to more devices at once. The transition
to 5G will play out in waves globally over the next 15
years. The “Internet of things” is a term that describes the
growing number of devices, from phones to wearable
products to home security systems, that are connected to
the internet and to one another.

Businesses are increasingly shifting their information
technology systems from on-premise databases to
cloud storage. The benefits are widely recognized and
include reduced costs, enhanced data security, better
collaboration, and greater flexibility for employees
accessing company documents and data.
The demand for cloud computing is on the rise as
more businesses find it essential to transition their
on-site data systems.

The rapid growth in connected devices and systems
will drive carriers to invest rapidly in 5G networks.

Microsoft (MSFT)

American Tower (AMT)

While Amazon was a clear first mover in cloud
infrastructure, Microsoft is proving to be a fast
follower with Azure.

This company rents space on towers and rooftop
antennas to wireless carriers and broadcasters.
W
• e believe American Tower offers strong growth
potential as companies make the transition to 5G.
Also, as demand for 5G accelerates in the health care,
consumer, and industrials sectors, even more equipment
and tower space will be required.

M
• icrosoft is transitioning existing customers to Azure
to help close the market-share gap.
W
• e believe Azure can achieve an annual growth rate
of more than 30% through 2023 — a figure well ahead of
expectations and not yet priced into the stock.

Microsoft’s revenue stream may become more predictable
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Source: Microsoft, most recent data available.

As of 9/30/22, American Tower represented 1.97% and Microsoft represented 11.21% of Putnam Growth Opportunities Fund assets.
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A healthier tomorrow

E-commerce and payment processing

Across the globe, people are embracing a comprehensive
approach to health and wellness. Individuals are prioritizing
exercise, diet, and environmental health, and they are
seeking greater access to and control over their personal
health data. While the theme is focused on individuals, large
growth companies can serve as the enablers of change.
As demographic trends drive increased awareness of this
theme, we expect public policy to support further growth in
these markets.

The U.S. e-commerce market has grown 16% annually
since 2001, and peer-to-peer electronic money transfers
have rapidly become more common. Credit card usage for
consumer-to-business payments has increased at a steady
pace globally. This should continue as regions with less
card usage close the gap with North America and Europe.
The digitization of other large payment markets has yet
to catch up with the penetration of credit cards in the
consumer-to-business market.

This theme encompasses a wide range of sectors
and companies, such as hospital operators, HVAC
equipment manufacturers, medical device makers,
and workout apparel and skincare brands.

Mastercard (MA)
Mastercard’s near-universal merchant acceptance and
large consumer base sustains a two-sided network with
scale advantages. Mastercard also continues to invest in
emerging growth markets within payments.

Lululemon Athletica (LULU)
Retailer Lululemon provides products and experiences
for consumers seeking a healthy lifestyle.

M
• astercard is accelerating digitization of cash through
cards and e-commerce.

A
• ccording to the CDC, the percentage of time spent on exercise expanded from 14% to 24% between 1998 and 2018.
Lululemon, a leader in athletic apparel, should continue to
benefit from this trend.

I• t is expanding value-added services such as fraud
monitoring, authentication, and analytics.
N
• ew flows from large payment markets can expand
the total addressable market of Mastercard’s traditional
business.

T
• he company is expanding its offerings, including footwear
and men’s apparel, and new categories such as hiking, golf,
and tennis.

Credit card use is expanding globally
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Historical volumes are adjusted for European payments regulation, and card penetration data are adjusted for domestic schemes and U.S. private-label card penetration.
Sources: Nilson Report, World Bank, IMF, and Bernstein estimates and analysis.

As of 9/30/22, Lululemon represented 1.28% and Mastercard represented 2.54% of Putnam Growth Opportunities Fund assets.
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Controlled distribution

Autonomous and electric vehicles

An increasing number of retail brand owners are favoring
direct distribution — selling their products solely through
their own stores or websites. These companies have
few, if any, third-party distributors or indirect sales.
They rarely have markdowns or outlet stores, and their
products won’t be found at online retailers like Amazon.
The advantage of this business model is that it allows
businesses to better control inventory, pricing, promotion,
and brand presentation. It also leads to a better, more
comprehensive relationship with end customers.
As a result, direct sales typically yield higher margins
than wholesale, with higher conversion rates.

Electric vehicle penetration is less than 3% of new car
sales today, and self-driving vehicles are only in the testing
phase. Still, the revenue opportunity for semiconductor
companies that supply these end markets is already
meaningful and growing at above-market rates.
Beyond autonomous driving, semiconductors are used
for a range of features in cars, such as cameras, sensors,
and internet connections. The rollout of 5G wireless will
increase semiconductor demand for automobiles.

NVIDIA (NVDA)
NVIDIA produces graphics processing units (GPUs)
that are used for gaming and entertainment as well
as artificial intelligence.

In our research, one key question we ask is how
companies sell and distribute their products
and services. Controlled distribution can offer
a distinct advantage and is our preferred
go-to-market strategy.

T
• he company maintains dominant market share (over 60%)
in GPUs, which are central to the artificial intelligence
architecture that enables autonomous driving.
W
• hile small today, this end market should become
material to NVIDIA as autonomous vehicle production
ramps over the coming decade.

Sherwin-Williams (SHW)
Sherwin-Williams’s largest segment, The Americas Group,
is the leading paint retailer serving U.S. professional paint
contractors.

NVIDIA has decades of experience providing hardware
and software for automakers and is working to help
make autonomous driving a reality for its clients.

I• t employs a direct distribution model, reaching consumers through its 4,000-store network and some large retail
partners.
T
• he company is known for its ability to develop relationships with its customers and offering comprehensive tools
and services for professional painters.

“

Our strategy does not require

economic acceleration to succeed.
Gregory McCullough
Portfolio Manager

”

As of 9/30/22, Sherwin-Williams represented 1.07% and NVIDIA represented 2.22% of Putnam Growth Opportunities Fund assets.
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Digital marketing

Increased screen time

Digital marketing — promoting products or services through
electronic devices — is imperative for success in many industries. It enables companies to capture and use customer
data to achieve goals such as sales conversions and building
brand awareness. Spending on digital marketing has risen
as attention has shifted from traditional media to digital
platforms.

People are spending considerably more time consuming
content on electronic devices. In 2019, for the first time, U.S.
consumers spent more time with their mobile devices than
they did watching TV, according to eMarketer. Smartphones
account for 70% of that mobile time. Mobile device usage is
growing rapidly as streaming platforms, newly created apps,
social media, gaming, and targeted advertising campaigns
increasingly cater to consumers outside the home.

Companies are recognizing the increasing importance of
social media, mobile applications, email, search engines,
and websites for driving the growth of their businesses.

American adults spent about 3 hours and 30 minutes
a day using the mobile internet in 2019, an increase
of about 20 minutes from a year earlier, according to
measurement company Zenith.

Alphabet (GOOGL)
Google dominates the global search market with
65%–95% market share globally, excluding China.

Apple (AAPL)
Apple’s iPhone and iPad account for more than
50% of the U.S. smartphone and tablet markets.

T
• he company compiles consumer data from Google Search,
YouTube, Google Play, Chrome, and Maps, which gives it the
unique ability to target customers via digital advertising.

A
• key growth driver is Apple’s robust services franchise
(App Store, iTunes, iCloud, Music, Apple Care, News,
TV, Arcade).

O
• utside of its core advertising-supported businesses,
Google is driving strong growth in both its cloud business
and in consumer devices.

A
• nother positive driver for Apple is the company’s
considerable balance sheet optionality (it has more
than $150 billion in cash).

L• onger term, investments in autonomous vehicles (Waymo)
and health care (Verily) could become additional growth
vectors for the company.

W
• e believe the services franchise can continue to grow
at a faster pace, and iPhone demand remains resilient.

Consumers now spend more time with mobile devices than TV
Average hours/minutes per day in the United States
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As of 9/30/22, Alphabet represented 5.77% and Apple represented 10.76% of Putnam Growth Opportunities Fund assets.
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Humanization of pets

Personalized medicine

Pets have become an increasingly important part of the
typical household, receiving the same level of attention,
care, and health maintenance as human family members
do. Preventative-care treatments and testing for companion
animals are growing, along with overall pet ownership
levels. Consumer demand for these services is unwavering,
and the diagnostic market outside the United States
provides another long-term opportunity for growth.

We are in the very early innings of a shift toward a broader
application of personalized medicine, where therapies
will be targeted to a particular patient based on that
individual’s DNA, RNA, and genetic composition.
Many companies are making great strides in cell and
gene therapy to help in the diagnosis and treatment
of cancers and genetic diseases.

With this theme, we seek to capitalize on the strong
and rapidly growing demand for quality pet care.

A patient’s genetic makeup will become increasingly
more important in the therapy and treatment
they receive.

Idexx Laboratories (IDXX)

Lonza (LONN SW)

Idexx is an animal health care company specializing
in diagnostic testing, including in-office testing kits
for veterinarians.

Lonza manufactures small- and large-molecule therapies,
and opened the world’s largest dedicated cell and gene
therapy facility in 2018.

T
• he company has a 70% share of point-of-care
veterinary facilities, and has been growing its earnings
at double-digit rates.

T
• here are hundreds of cell and gene therapy treatments
in various phases of development.
I• n order to ramp production and ultimately commercialize
these therapies, biopharma companies need contract
development manufacturing organizations (CDMOs).

I• dexx’s testing kits, components, and supplies — many
of which are disposable items — generate a healthy
level of recurring revenue.

R
• ather than trying to forecast at this stage which individual
businesses will be successful, we are invested in Lonza,
which has a solid CDMO business.

I• dexx operates in a three-player oligopoly market, and
the company has spent more on R&D over the past five
years than its competitors combined.

The cell and gene therapy market was valued at $5 billion in 2021. It is expected
to reach $37 billion by 2027, growing at a compound annual growth rate of 40%.

Source for gene therapy market data: ReportLinker.

As of 9/30/22, Idexx represented 0.47% and Lonza represented 0.59% of Putnam Growth Opportunities Fund assets.
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Viral effects

The experience economy

The Covid-19 pandemic brought significant change in
areas such as consumer-purchasing preferences, human
communication, and workflows.

This theme is based on a growing preference for
experiences over material possessions. More consumers
are seeking to spend money on live entertainment and
events, luxury travel and destinations, or interactions
within social communities.

We focus on identifying long-term beneficiaries in a
post-pandemic world.

We believe the appeal of experiences has become more
widespread after the pandemic lockdowns in 2020.

Many businesses that were resilient and strong through
the pandemic lockdowns have become even stronger,
taking market share and further cementing their competitive moats.

This demand, combined with higher levels of personal
savings, should help a number of businesses grow at
above-market rates for an extended period of time.

Danaher (DHR)
Danaher develops leading-edge diagnostic tools.

Live Nation (LYV)

D
• iagnostic testing for all types of viruses will become
more prevalent as open economies and free movement
of people will need to be balanced with safeguards
against infectious diseases.

Live Nation promotes, operates, and manages ticket sales
for live entertainment.

W
• e expect to see a boost in secular demand for Cytiva,
Danaher’s bioprocessing business, as R&D spend and
innovation in the biopharma space should run at
structurally elevated levels.

I• t has over 20 of the top 25 global tours, a secondaryticketing market, double-digit sponsorship and advertising
growth, and on-site fan monetization opportunities.

C
• ombined, we expect normalized mid to high single-digit
revenue growth for Danaher for several years.

I• t was in the eye of the pandemic storm, but we expect it
to emerge stronger, with a higher level of profitability and
an even greater competitive moat.

T
• he company sits in an enviable spot as the global leader
and toll-taker in a market that grows materially every year.

Consumers are spending more on experiences
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As of 9/30/22, Danaher represented 2.12% and Live Nation represented 1.03% of Putnam Growth Opportunities Fund assets.
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★★★★
Putnam Growth Opportunities Fund PGOYX
The fund received a four-star Overall Morningstar Rating™ as of 9/30/22 among 1,142 funds in the Large Growth category
(Y shares, based on risk-adjusted returns)

Morningstar rankings as of 9/30/22

Top 10 holdings as of 9/30/22

1 year

3 years

5 years

10 years

Microsoft

11.21%

46%
(473/1252)

32%
(321/1142)

13%
(121/1060)

7%
(49/790)

Apple

10.76%

Amazon

6.29%

Morningstar category: Large Growth

Alphabet

5.77%

Morningstar rankings for class Y shares are based on total return
without sales charge relative to all share classes of funds with
similar objectives as determined by Morningstar. Morningstar
rankings may differ significantly from Morningstar’s risk-adjusted
star ratings. Past performance is not indicative of future results.

Tesla

4.06%

UnitedHealth

3.81%

Costco

2.73%

Mastercard

2.54%

Visa

2.43%

Palo Alto Networks

2.27%

Performance* as of 9/30/22
Inception 7/1/99

Class Y
shares

Russell 1000
Growth Index

Q3

–3.12%

–3.60%

1 year

–24.78

–22.59

3 years

8.56

10.67

5 years

11.88

12.17

10 years

13.87

13.70

 oldings represent 51.86% of the portfolio and will vary
H
over time.

Top active weights as of 9/30/22
Top 5
overweights

Expense ratio: 0.74%
1Returns for periods of less than one year are not annualized.

Annual performance
Class Y
shares

Portfolio

Benchmark

Danaher

2.1%

0.1%

2.0%

Palo Alto
Networks
Cadence Design
Systems

2.3

0.3

2.0

2.0

0.3

1.7

American Tower

2.0

0.5

1.5

Costco

2.7

1.2

1.5

Portfolio

Benchmark

Over/under

Apple

10.8%

12.5%

–1.7%

Top 5
underweights

Russell 1000
Growth Index

Over/under

2021

22.8%

27.6%

AbbVie

0.0

1.4

–1.4

2020

38.8

38.5

PepsiCo

0.0

1.1

–1.1

2019

36.7

36.4

Broadcom

0.0

1.0

–1.0

2018

2.6

–1.5

Coca-Cola

0.0

1.0

–1.0
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Active management in all markets
The managers prioritize businesses that are competitively advantaged and able to grow across a cycle, regardless
of the economic backdrop. They are mindful of the vulnerabilities of the companies they own. A key component of
their investment process is to analyze how businesses have performed through difficult times in the past.

Portfolio characteristics as of 9/30/22
Beta*

0.97

Tracking error

2.83%

Up capture ratio

98.46%

Down capture ratio

98.89%

“

Our desire to own high-quality

businesses with a narrow
range of outcomes has benefited
relative returns.
Richard and Gregory
Portfolio Managers

1Based on a simple regression of monthly net returns for the past
five years versus the index.

”

Returns — Past 12 quarters as of 9/30/22
3Q22

2Q22

1Q22

4Q21

3Q21

9.37%

Fund

–3.12% –21.94%

–9.06%

Russell 1000
Growth Index

–3.60

–9.04

–20.92

11.64

2Q21

1Q21

0.55%

11.90%

–0.18%

1.16

11.93

0.94

4Q20

3Q20

7.92%

12.33% 28.50% –10.92%

11.39

13.22

2Q20

27.84

1Q20

–14.10

4Q19
9.15%
10.62

Current performance may be lower or higher than the quoted past performance, which cannot guarantee future results. Share price,
principal value, and return will vary, and you may have a gain or a loss when you sell your shares. Performance of class Y shares
assumes reinvestment of distributions and does not account for taxes. Class Y shares, available to investors through an asset-based fee
program or for institutional clients, are sold without an initial sales charge and have no CDSC. For the most recent month-end
performance, please visit putnam.com.

Learn more
Visit putnam.com for more information about Putnam Growth Opportunities Fund’s philosophy and
process, and for insights from Portfolio Managers Richard Bodzy and Gregory McCullough, CFA.
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The Morningstar Rating™ for funds, or “star rating,” is calculated
for managed products (including mutual funds, variable annuity
and variable life subaccounts, exchange-traded funds, closed-end
funds, and separate accounts) with at least a 3-year history.
Exchange-traded funds and open-ended mutual funds are
considered a single population for comparative purposes. It is
calculated based on a Morningstar Risk-Adjusted Return measure
that accounts for variation in a managed product’s monthly excess
performance, placing more emphasis on downward variations
and rewarding consistent performance. The top 10% of products
in each product category receive 5 stars, the next 22.5% receive
4 stars, the next 35% receive 3 stars, the next 22.5% receive 2
stars, and the bottom 10% receive 1 star. The Overall Morningstar
Rating for a managed product is derived from a weighted average
of the performance figures associated with its 3-, 5-, and 10-year
(if applicable) Morningstar Rating metrics. The weights are:
100% 3-year rating for 36–59 months of total returns, 60% 5-year
rating/40% 3-year rating for 60–119 months of total returns, and
50% 10-year rating/30% 5-year rating/20% 3-year rating for 120 or
more months of total returns. While the 10-year overall star rating
formula seems to give the most weight to the 10-year period,
the most recent 3-year period actually has the greatest impact
because it is included in all three rating periods. Ratings
do not take into account the effects of sales charges and loads.
As of 9/30/22, Putnam Growth Opportunities Fund received 3, 4,
and 5 stars for the 3-, 5-, and 10-year periods among 1,142, 1,060,
and 790 Large Growth funds, respectively.

The views and opinions expressed are those of the large-cap
growth portfolio management team and are subject to change
with market conditions. The inclusion of holdings information in
this brochure is for illustrative purposes only and should not be
interpreted as a recommendation to buy, sell, or hold any security.
It should not be assumed that an investment in the securities
mentioned was or will be profitable. Holdings are subject
to change.

The Russell 1000® Growth Index is an unmanaged index of those
companies in the large-cap Russell 1000 Index chosen for their
growth orientation. Frank Russell Company is the source and owner
of the trademarks, service marks, and copyrights related to the
Russell Indexes. Russell® is a trademark of Frank Russell Company.
You cannot invest directly in an index.

Our investment techniques, analyses, and judgments may not
produce the outcome we intend. The investments we select for
the fund may not perform as well as other securities that we do
not select for the fund. We, or the fund’s other service providers,
may experience disruptions or operating errors that could have a
negative effect on the fund. You can lose money by investing in
the fund.

Consider these risks before investing: Growth stocks may be
more susceptible to earnings disappointments, and the market
may not favor growth-style investing. The value of investments in
the fund’s portfolio may fall or fail to rise over extended periods of
time for a variety of reasons, including general economic, political,
or financial market conditions; investor sentiment and market
perceptions; government actions; geopolitical events or changes;
and factors related to a specific issuer, geography, industry, or
sector. These and other factors may lead to increased volatility
and reduced liquidity in the fund’s portfolio holdings. From time
to time, the fund may invest a significant portion of its assets in
companies in one or more related industries or sectors, which
would make the fund more vulnerable to adverse developments
affecting those industries or sectors. The fund may invest a
significant portion of its assets in companies in the information
technology sector. The information technology sector may be
significantly affected by technological obsolescence or innovation,
short product cycles, falling prices and profits, competitive
pressures, and general market conditions.

Request a prospectus, or a summary prospectus if available, from your financial representative or by calling
Putnam at 1-800-225-1581. The prospectus includes investment objectives, risks, fees, expenses, and other
information that you should read and consider carefully before investing.
Putnam Retail Management

Putnam Investments | 100 Federal Street | Boston, MA 02110 | putnam.com
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